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In this note we prove :
i. The System {
x˙ = y − εF (x)
y˙ = −x
has at most n limit cycles in the whole plane where F is a polynomial with
degree 2n + 1
ii. Let X is a polynomial with degree n,which can be linearized(center)
via a polynomial diffeomorphism,then any one parameter perturbation of X
among polynomial vector fields of dgree n has at most C(n) limit cycles in
compact subsets of the plane.C(n) is cyclicity of origin as a singular point
of linear center among family of polynomial vector field with degree n
Proofs : For Proof of i ,Put ε := δ2n,x := x
δ
y := y
δ
,we have a perturba-
tion of {
x˙ = y − x2n+1
y˙ = −x
There is no limit periodic set except origin which is a weak focus of order
n,see [5].Note that infinity can not produce a limit cycle,since we have two
hyperbolic sources at (0, 1, 0) and (0,−1, 0) and There Is no Homoclinic loop
based at infinity. For Proof of ii first assume that X is linear center and we
have a perturbation of X with parameter ε among polynomial vector field
with degree n.Put ε := δn and x := x
δ
y := y
δ
,after this rescaling the new
limit cycles are small and we have a perturbation of linear center. If X can
1
be linearized,the above argument works we do it for linear center and then
pull back to nonlinear system.in fact this argument works for polynomial
isochroneus center which are equivalent to linear center via a polynomial
diffeomorphism
Remark i i has been proved in [4] and [1] with longer proof.ii is a
generalization of a particular part of result in [3].we note that ii or [3] does
not implies a global bifurcation result in whole plane,but just in compact
subsets.
Remark ii H(n) ,the maximum number of limit cycles of a polynomial
vector field with degree n,is less that cyclicity of origin as a singular point
of arbitrary homogeneous vector field of degree n+1 with perturbation in
the family of polynomial with degree at most n.Because let we have H(n)
limit cycles and we consider a perturbation with arbitrary homogeneous
part.with rescaling assume that the coeficients of last part are unit and
again with singular rescaling we have H(n) number of small limit cycle for
a perturbation of arbitrary homogeneous vector field with degree n+1.We
Can choose a Homogeneous system Y that [L,Y]=0 L is linear center,now a
good question is that ”is it possible that for perturbation of Y we can solve
the above lie bracet equation in the form of perturbation of L”(Note That
linear center has finite cyclicity property and commuting flow have the same
limit cycles)
Note For a description of C(n) see [2].
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